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 - (it is just mouse) I looked up some codes but it didn't help much. As far as I know there are some files where the mouse is defined in such a way that it should move all over the desktop, but I'm not sure if I can use them. A: You can use xdotool. There's a great introduction on its website. The command to select the current window is: xdotool windowactivate Then when you want to move the mouse
outside the current window, you can use: xdotool windowactivate --mousemove 100 50 To move the mouse to the corner and then back to the center of the screen, you can use: xdotool windowactivate --mousemove 100 100 You can also use xdotool sendkey --window to send some key commands (look into the xdotool manual for a list of keycode). For example: xdotool windowactivate --mousemove

100 100 --key c Would move the mouse to the top-left corner of the screen and then return it to the center. Twitter is the Worst - icycrash ====== true_religion Perhaps the irony I am missing here is that Facebook is the worst because you have to _sign_ up for it, so that they can spam you. As I understand Twitter, it’s free and you never have to sign up. ------ wh-uws Agreed mc32 There are some
points in the article that are fairly well thought out. The last several paragraphs however give me the feeling that it's a justification for Twitter --not because of how bad it is per se. I'm a lurker on Twitter and that's about it. Facebook is way more invasive, Google is just plain creepy and I've been a long time Yahoo user. But I don't like the latest Facebook ploy for tracking people --but I hate having

Google advertising spy on me on all my devices. I may have to work on creating something better than these three for a subscription that is free but not _that_ invasive. 82157476af
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